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1) Brief overview of some spatial thinking ideas

2) Ways to address spatial thinking with students

3) Making connections with both GIS and 

learning overall



Accurate mental visualization; Mental 

transformation of images.

The capacity to form mental imagery of the 

world—the large world of the aviator or 

navigator, or the more local world of the 

chess player or the surgeon—and to 

manipulate those mental images. 

Howard Gardner, Multiple Intelligences



―Is Mental Rotation the 

Foundational Spatial 

Skill?‖

Sorby et al., 2008,

Michigan Technological 

University.



Visualization, abilities, aptitude





Accurate mental visualization; Mental 

transformation of images.

The capacity to form mental imagery of the 

world—the large world of the aviator or 

navigator, or the more local world of the 

chess player or the surgeon—and to 

manipulate those mental images. 



an ability to visualize and 

interpret location, distance, 

direction, relationships, 

movement and change over 

space.
Sinton, 2009



Spatial thinking is a collection of cognitive 

skills based on:

• spatial concepts

• tools that we use to represent & understand 

spatial information and concepts

• ways we use those concepts and 

representations to reason and extract 

meaning about the natural and social world

Spatial Concepts

location, distance, direction

orientation, rotation

scale

shape, form, pattern

networks, associations

regions, transitions

diffusion, flow, migration

Tools of Representation

models (2D, 3D, 4D)

maps (mental, concept, sketch, 

analog, digital)

globes (traditional, digital)

graphs, charts, figures

principles of graphicacy

Processes of Reasoning

making decisions based on interpretations 

of spatial data

recognizing concepts of space within and 

between disciplines

deducing possible causal factors based 

on pattern interpretation

predicting alternative scenarios based on 

modeled behaviors of spatial interactions



Thinking IN Space

Geography of our 

Life Spaces

• Navigating, wayfinding

• Daily activities: 

arranging, figuring out, 

assembling, packing

• Gaming, athletics

Geography of our 

Intellectual Spaces

• Geographic or spatial 

primitives

• Concept maps

• Spatial relationships 

among abstractions

•―Spatializing‖ data

Thinking WITH Space

Geography of our

Physical Spaces

• How the physical world 

works and is organized

• Observing patterns, 

clusters, outliers/anomalies

• Modeling

Thinking ABOUT Space







#1 Important Goal - We want to expand your awareness about the role of 

spatial thinking in your life and the world around you.

• Space vs. Place (Yi-Fu Tuan, Space and Place: The Perspective of 

Experience)

• Thinking In, With, and About Space

• Spatial Concepts diagram

•Proxemics

• Day in the Life of a Spatial Thinker

• categorizing spatial games

• spatial language

• videos, images

• Find the spatial in….

• DEMs

• Google Earth, examples of spatial concepts

Space, Maps and Geography: New Ways to Map a Changing World



When I Was 10 Maps  (Edith Cobb, The Ecology of Imagination in Childhood)







sample of Spatial Language / Vocabulary

• tunnel vision

• narrow minded

• let’s step back to see the big picture

• on top of it all

• to top it all off

• the bottom fell out of the argument

• at the breaking point

• thinking outside of the box

• feeling on top of the world

• look at it from another angle

• Wednesday is ―hump day‖

• top tier

• Leftist policies

• running around in circles 

• back of the pack 

• under cover 

• close the loop

• tread on thin ice





Spatial Games:  Categories and Strategies

Wayfinding

Angles and Trajectories

Patterns

Areas of Influence / Auras

Rotations

Distances  - Proximity and Adjacency

Combinations, Connections

Prior knowledge



Find the Spatial in….





http://teachspatial.org



What are the connections between GIS 

and spatial thinking? 

 Can GIS be used to help develop 

spatial thinking habits of mind?

What is the role of GIS as a support-

system for learning in K-12?





• Identify when ―pre-GIS‖ skills are necessary and have multiple and 

varied versions of materials that support that instruction.

• Do all you can to build up frames of reference – varying views and 

perspectives (2D and 3D) and recognizing the role of prior 

knowledge.

• When appropriate, attend to location, distance and direction.

• Don’t overlook the powerful role that vocabulary plays.

• Develop your own competence and confidence at pattern recognition 

and interpretation or analysis.

• Cultivate an awareness and appreciation of the uncertainty inherent 

within spatial data.

• Link maps and mapping to the broader picture of graphicacy.

Seven Ideas to Help Begin to Link GIS with Spatial Thinking





DELUGE, Scott Wilkerson, Geology, DePauw University









Expand your Frames of Reference

―Is Mental Rotation the 

Foundational Spatial 

Skill?‖

Sorby et al., 2008,

Michigan Technological 

University

change your perspective
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“It’s not something you would see until you actually saw it.”



GeoDa, 

http://geodacenter.asu.edu/





Data and graph provided by Meg Stewart.  Satellite imagery provided by Google Earth™ mapping service. 



crops soils



If assessment should be about what matters, 

what DOES matter in spatial thinking?

What matters is whether it’s applied or not.

• Is there evidence that spatial reasoning was used to reach a conclusion?

• Were spatial vocabulary words used – correctly – in a description?

• Has the student made a drawing, a diagram, a sketch, a figure, a chart 

that represents the information or situation?

• Is there understanding shown about how distance (or direction, or 

hierarchy, or being part of a region, or XX) is affecting the 

relationship between A, B and Z?



It is (almost definitely) impossible to 

single out GIS as a ―treatment‖ variable in 

learning. There will always be too many 

confounding variables and factors. 

the technology?

or 

how do we learn (extract meaning, understand 

information) from maps?



Jongwon Lee & Robert Bednarz, 2009

Effect of GIS Learning on Spatial Thinking, Journal of Geography in Higher Education





Example of revised assessment question for an aquatic

ecology class

Original final exam question, prior to the extensive use of 

mapping/GIS:

You have sampled water from Pine Hill Creek and monitored 

several indicators of water quality (pH, fecal coliform, BOD) over 

the last year. Discuss how the variables have changed over time 

and provide a rationale for why you believe this has occurred. 

Revised final exam question, after the extensive use of 

mapping/GIS:

You have sampled water from Pine Hill Creek and monitored 

several indicators of water quality (pH, fecal coliform, BOD) over 

the last year. Draw a sketch of the Pine Hill watershed, including 

the locations of major land uses plus the flow pattern of ground and 

surface water. Mark your sampling locations and indicate where, 

how, and why the water quality indicators varied over the year.



THANKS!

Questions?

diana_sinton@redlands.edu

http://lens.redlands.edu


